A Decorative Post Cap
Making caps for decks and fence posts

I

by Robert Vaughan

make a deck-post cap that has been most popular with my clients.
The design isn't particularly original —it's a Williamsburg knock-off—
but it does add some curved detail to otherwise boring, rectilinear
decks, and it can add a finishing touch to a fence as well. Curves are
nice and friendly, unlike the all-too-common detail of simply cutting
posts off at an angle.
I'll admit that the caps are time-consuming to make, but once you're
set up, a rained-out afternoon can result in 25 or 30 of these profitable
details. One building-supply store sold my caps for $7.50 each.
I use pine, pressure-treated with CCA, for the caps. It's widely available around here so I'm able to get some pretty good material. Be
aware, however, that the pressure-treating process does not always
force chemicals into the heart of a 4x4. That's okay for a post, perhaps,
but not for these caps because so much stock is cut away. So select your
material carefully. It should have a minimum of checks and should be as
dry as possible—the wet stuff cuts poorly and checks easily. There's no
doubt in my mind, however, that redwood or cedar would work at least
as well, and probably better, than pressure-treated pine.
Use straight and square stock. All faces should be the same dimension to ensure consistent results later on. The particular dimensions
1. Crosscut pieces into 7-in. lengths. The bottom half of the block should
be the clearest lumber; that will make the two drilling operations to
follow a lot easier. Clamp the block securely to the drill press and bore a
1-in. hole in the bottom of the block. Be sure that all clamps are strong
and tight—there's a lot of vibration to overcome when drilling into end
grain. Don't hold the workpiece by hand.

aren't so important, but make certain that all of the pieces are exactly
the same size, particularly in cross section.
You'll need a drill press and a bandsaw. A multi-spur bit works a little
better for the boring operations than does a Forstner bit, which has a
tendency to burn in the pitchy, stringy pine. A note about safety, however—don't get sloppy while using a drill press or a bandsaw. Awhile
back, I cut off my left thumb with a multi-spur bit chucked in a drill
press—these days I'm more careful. I use a simple Plexiglas guard to
protect the spinning bit when it's at the top of the stroke (and no longer
buried in the workpiece). I made it by heating a scrap piece of plastic
with a propane torch and bending it over a metal rod.
After cutting the cap using the procedures outlined below, you're
ready to install it. Use construction adhesive to glue a 1-in. dia. dowel
into the base of the cap. Drill a mating hole in the end of a 4x4 post.
Spread a little construction adhesive in the second hole, a little on the
bottom of the post cap and slip the cap into place. This will hold the
cap firmly; I've found that driving a small finish nail through the base of
the cap and into the post risks splitting the cap.
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3. With a marking gauge, tick the centerline of each side of the block
near the top. Build a template for the curved lines and mark them on the
cap. Note that only one side of the arc needs to be marked. The arc
should start at the top of the bored cutout and meet the tick mark about
in. up from the bottom of the block (the in. waste at the top will
be useful later as a visual reference). The intersection of the tick mark
with the curved lines shows where to stop the bandsaw cut.

4. Cut each arc, using a stiff blade on the bandsaw (I like a in. blade);
use a push stick to keep your hands away from the blade. Stop the cut at
the tick mark and back the blade out. Turn the block 90° and cut each of
the remaining sides. Separate the pieces. If you want to, sand out any
"washboard" from the handsaw, but don't be too fussy—a finely sanded

cap looks out of place on most decks.

2. Reposition the block and clamp it securely to a thick hardwood fence.
The fence should be exactly the same height as the block. Position the
drill bit so that the center of a
in. hole will fall at the joint between
stock and fence. If you have a lot of caps to drill, fasten a stop block to
the fence to ensure consistent location of the holes. Drill the first hole
clear through the workpiece and into the sub base. Drilling will create a
semi-circular trough on the hardwood fence, which will subsequently
help to guide the bit. Remove the clamps, turn the block 90° and drill
each of the remaining sides.
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